
GIT Committee Meeting September 9, 2017

Meeting began at 9:30 a.m.

Attendees: Joanne Markert (OCIO), Minette Knotts (OCIO), Steve Leibenguth 
(DSHS), Julie Jackson (WSDOT), Rob St. John (OCIO), Steve Young (DNR),  
Tim Minter (DSHS), Christina Kellum (ECY), Matthew Modarelli (MIL), Mike 
Mohrman (OFM), David Wright (DOR), Greg Tudor (RCO), Callie Goldsby 
(DOH), George Alvarado (DSHS), Winston McKenna (LNI), Brian Fairley (DFW), 
Craig Erikson (DOH participated via WebEx)

Roundtable of introductions

• Joanne Markert provide a brief background of her history including GIS work 
she has conducted in the past. 
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GIT started in 2008 

• Since then, technology has changed, staff has changed.  Time to review and 
refresh how this and other GIS committees are supporting Statewide GIS 
efforts.  

• As part of this review, Joanne met with several of the CIOs represented on 
the GIT.  Schedules prevented Joanne from meeting with everyone, but still 
open to that and interested in continuing to reach out to GIT members.
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Budget

• Planning for 2019 budget has begun – we need to jump on this train quickly.

• Next GIT meeting will include budget discussions. 

• We should improve and anticipate funding needs and agree on decisions 
before it escalates to an emergency. Better insight and vision on how it all fits 
together. 

• Improvement needed in planning our budget. In general, all goals and 
budgets go back to our strategic plan. 

• Expand on the strategic plan (goals, how we can accomplish, specifics on 
who and what needs to be done, etc.) 
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Strategic

• Vision for GIS at the state is unclear – this is a concern that people/ leg does
not understand what we are doing. 

• Budgets were on the line with the senate during the last session, which is a 
position we want to avoid in the future. 

• Show what GIS is and how it helps other agencies. Working on staying in the 
news. WAMAS is a good example to show that there are many 
interconnections. 

• Strategic discussions – interest in mobile technology with GIS. Many 
agencies are implementing this, how to learn from them, set standards. 

• Stability of data and services for application development – Military (MIL) and 
Legislature Services (LSC) often use WAMAS or data from other agencies.  
Need stability to develop apps, documentation of what’s available and how we 
manage the inevitable change.  Need better methods for determining who is 
using what and how to deprecate or update data and services. 

• Planning for agency data center changes – some are moving from individual 
agencies to the cloud or to WaTech.  OCIO with assistance from other 
agencies have reviewed Esri managed services and can be a resource for 
this topic.  Steve Young also suggested Abby Gleason as a resource 
regarding Esri Managed Services. 
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Recommendations

• Discussion about how to help agencies that would like to use GIS but do not 
have GIS or have limited resources

• Brainstorm ideas that we could setup mentors, services OCIO can offer, 
make connections for these agencies.

• OCIO has had several phone calls from smaller agencies with these 
questions

• Strategic plan should include plan to provide smaller agencies assistance to 
create a shared infrastructure. 

• Budget Interdependencies – keeping in mind how we all fit together. 

• Steve Young (DNR) –it all comes down to budget – limited resources 
applies to all agencies not just smaller agencies. If the LEG chooses to not 
fund it then we can no longer do it. If the recognition is not there to show 
that this is critical state sources. 

• Rob St. John (OCIO) –LEG budget building is a process. We need to take 
an opportunity to say here is the cost for cutting this – as a community we 
need to come together to say what the impact is and what services would no 
longer be available due to proposed funding cuts.

• Greg Tudor (RCO) – Agrees it is important to show what the cost is for not 
doing what we do in the GIT/GIS community.

• Joanne Markert (OCIO) - Create a communication plan. And how can we 
support other agencies and work together. 
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Joanne also spoke with many GIS managers and technical staff throughout 
state, federal, local and tribal entities. 
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Technical

• Esri licensing is adding up for some agencies and they are looking for tools & 
methods to decrease those costs.

• Create new workflows for mobile applications. 

• Need strategy on moving forward with storing imagery data more efficiently.  
Large datasets are causing a variety of issues, but storage is a primary 
problem with budget implications. Drones (UAVs and UAS) are also creating 
terabytes of data that need to be stored/ shared

• Drone discussion:

• Steve Young (DNR) 

• UAV’s and UAS has become difficult to use due to rules from LEG. 

• Challenge with FAA restrictions for air space.

• Need control points to improve data quality of data collection. 

• DNR is using them in the geology group. 

• Currently used as experimental but it can be done. 
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Other Key Findings

Joanne has been meeting with counties who would like to contribute and share 
data with the state – particularly related to address points and street centerlines.  
Looking for opportunities to partner with counties.

• Create a solid message for agency staff and customers regarding GIS efforts
at the state

• Needs of counties can be complimentary to the state
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Recommendations

Joanne has begun work on the following items:

• Common messages for GIS

• Coordinating with Christina Kellum (Ecy and WAGIC chair) on Strategic 
Planning

• Identifying connections among the agencies

• Increase participation of counties with state efforts
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As GIT how do we fit in?

• There is a lot of overlap among GIS committees

• Provide better rhythm and pattern in these meetings to ensure we are 
getting the most efficient use of our time meeting.  Many times, the same 
agencies representatives are working on all the committees which is a 
potential time sink.  How can we be more efficient with our time?  Joanne, 
Christina and Tim will review and brainstorm ideas around this.  Align with 
strategic plan as much as possible.

• Joanne is involved with or in touch with the committees listed on this slide.

• Christina Kellum (ECY) - Having a new look at these roles and 
responsibilities and how we can make this more efficient is a good approach 

• Matt Modarelli (MIL) - Can we begin to integrate GIS into the other IT 
governance? Be more involved with other existing governance structure? 
GIS is beginning to become an application and should be part of larger 
efforts around IT in the State.

• Refocusing helps the clarity and vision on what we are doing.

• Need to coordinate and provide representative to State IT Architect reviews.   
Recognizing which aspects of State IT should GIS be a part of and making 
sure there is an integration. David Wright (DOR) - Another example is 
Framework Management Group.

• How does GIT align with TSB? Connections there? 

All under OCIO but there is not a formal body of GIT into the TSB. 
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Official GIT charter was created in 2008.

• These excerpts are from that original charter.  Do we need to update?

• Review and provide suggestions around the table:

• Rob St. John (OCIO) - Opportunity for sharing and create a forum to 
share what GIS/GIT has been accomplishing 

• Quarterly user’s group meeting and other meetings had been previously 
in use. Charter of WAGIC and GIT should be reviewed and updated. 

• Business value/ ROI discussion added to our meetings. Focus on 
transferable apps/ technology.
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Committee agreed that duties are pretty well organized.
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Spending on Esri licenses and services

Graphic shows Esri spending (licenses and services) by agency, does not 
include staff expenditures or GIS consulting that was not directly through Esri.

• If other agencies can’t attend the GIT, can we get them more involved in a 
user group or technical group meeting to more fully engage them?

• Greg Tudor (RCO) – We should be inviting agencies that are spending GIS 
money.

• Tim Minter (DSHS) – Tim has made an attempt with the Geospatial Portal 
Steering Committee Meetings to reach out to other agencies and invite 
them.
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Joanne is still sorting through the budgets and reviewing options. Suggested 
covering at the next GIT meeting.
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Review of Esri Managed Services Proposal

• System health check for servers for GeoPortal and WAMAS was conducted 
by Esri starting last November, report issued in Spring.  Esri provided a 
proposal to moving to Esri cloud on Amazon Web Services.

• Key departures of the WATech infrastructure group, hiring new staff with GIS 
server experience, reliability issues, maintenance issues, and upgrading GIS 
software versions on the servers are main reasons this decision is being 
considered. 
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Other Considerations for Hosting

Callie Goldsby (DOH) - Heavy processing using the internet pipe is a concern 
to moving to the cloud. – Design review is focused on security but we would 
need to take a look at performance and expectations using the internet pipe. 

General discussion – need to consider what we are buying, support level, 
access/ governance around the hosting environment
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Decision – should we pursue hosting options that are not at WaTech?

• Despite the urgency to make a decision, there are additional things 
Joanne would like to look into to compare. As of yet, Joanne has not 
explored other options for comparison. 

• Steve Young (DNR) – What is your degree on acceptance of outages? 
Choosing Esri you will pay depending on the number of “nines?”/ uptime 
you want. Who is going to do the work? Access? Building out cost? 

• Rob St. John (OCIO) – the cost of Esri proposal is similar to WaTech 
estimates.

• Christina Kellum (ECY) - Hoping to have a decision by the next 
meeting? 

• Joanne Markert (OCIO) - Not enough information at this time. Joanne is 
working to develop options for the next meeting. There is urgency to this 
decision as the problems are not getting better by themselves.
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Tim Minter (DSHS/RDA) Guest Speaker

• Tim participated in the Integration and Interoperability Workgroup.  Approach 
to try and take the policy and standards to get it to the people who have to 
follow these policies and standards. Promoting and highlight coherent 
policy/standard guidance models. Opportunity to provide input. June –
December workgroup get together every Monday. Any adjustments for GIT? 
Still time for feedback. Found that this is helpful for developers to read and if 
anything is unclear on how it fits into the services they provide. GIS is a 
specialization of IS. 

• Christina Kellum (ECY) – Asked her developers to review and provided 
feedback to Tim.

• Integration policy has information regarding deprecation rules, etc.  We need 
to be looking there for coordination.
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Agreed on following as a DRAFT Agenda for next meeting:

• Budget 

• Planning for LEG session

• Open GIS Date Update

• Suggested face-to-face meetings in May, Sept and December and a Skype 
meeting with LEG/budget updates in February.

Next meeting Dec 14th, 1500 Jefferson Rm 2208

Meeting adjourned at 11:20 a.m.
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